Abstract: Some interesting techniques are related to traditional time series analysis. The present work involves development of Short Term Load Forecasting Models Using Time series Analysis for Karnataka Demand and hence comparison of different models. Having 2 years load data 2011 & 2012, work is carried out for model development using 2011 load data and then these models have been tested using 2012 load data. Different models for Short term load forecasting using time series analysis such as Autoregressive (AR) model, Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA) model and Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) model are developed. The methodology involves Initial Model Development Phase, Parameter Tuning Phase and Forecasting Phase. Weather variables are not considered.

Index Terms - Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA), Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA), Autocorrelation Function (ACF), Autocorrelation Function (PACF), Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE).

I. INTRODUCTION
Load forecasting has always been the essential part of an efficient power system planning and operation. Power system expansion planning starts with a forecast of anticipated future load requirement. Estimates of both demand and energy required are crucial to effective system planning. Demand forecasts are used to determine the capacity of generation, transmission, and distribution system additions and energy forecasts determine the type of facilities required. Load forecasts are also used to establish procurement policies for construction capital where for sound operation the balance must be maintained in the use of dept and equity capital. Further energy forecasts are used to determine future fuel requirement and if necessary when fuel prices soar rate relief to maintain an adequate rate of return. In summary good forecast reflecting current and future trends tempered with good judgment is the key to planning indeed to financial success. Electricity load forecasting has always been an important issue in power industry. Load forecasting is usually made by constructing models on relative information such has climate and previous load demand data. Such forecast is usually aimed at short-term prediction like one day ahead prediction since longer load prediction may not be reliant due to error propagation. Various techniques for power system load forecasting have been proposed in the last few decades. Load forecasting with time leads, from a few minutes to several days helps the system operator to efficiently schedule spinning reverse allocation, can provide information which is able to be used for possible energy interchange with other utilities. The idea of time series approach is based on the understanding that a load pattern is nothing more than a time series signal with known seasonal, weekly and daily predictions. These predictions give a rough prediction of the load at the given season, day of the week and time of the day. Additionally, the electric utility is no longer the only interested party in short term load forecasting. System peak coincident demand charges and rate structures designed to encourage Load management programs offer the potential of considerable savings to large industrial customers and electric cooperatives. With advance knowledge of the electric utility load, customers can schedule Load Management activities to take advantage of the incentives offered in the rate structure. In this context, the development of an accurate, fast and robust short term load forecasting methodology is of importance to both the utility and its customers.

II. TYPES OF LOAD FORECASTING
Load forecasting is broadly classified into four types. They are,
- Long term load forecasting
- Medium term load forecasting
Short term load forecasting

Load forecasting is an integral part of electric power system operations. Long lead time forecasts of up to 20 years ahead are needed for construction of new generating capacity as well as the determination of prices and regulatory policy.

Medium term forecasts of a few months to 5 years ahead are needed for transmission and sub-transmission system planning, maintenance scheduling, coordination of power sharing arrangements and setting of prices, so that demand can be met with fixed capacity. Short term forecasts of a few hours to a few weeks ahead are needed for economic scheduling of generating capacity, scheduling of fuel purchases, security analysis and short term maintenance scheduling.

Very short term forecasts of a few minutes to an hour ahead are needed for real-time control and real-time security evaluation. In this way load forecasting is carried out for various time scales with very short term load forecasting to short term load forecasting to medium term and long term load forecasting. Of these various time scales, short term load forecasting is very important for power system operations of the utility. Short term load forecasting with time lead of one hour is mainly needed for real-time control and as input to security or contingency analysis.

III. TIME SERIES MODELS IN LOAD FORECASTING

Time series is a sequence of data points, measured typically at successive times, spaced at (often uniform) time intervals. Time series analysis comprises methods that attempt to understand such time series, often either to understand the underlying theory of the data points or to make forecasts. Time series prediction is the use of model to predict future events based on known past events. Time series forecasting methods are based on the premises that we can predict future performance of a measure simply by analyzing its past results. These methods identify a pattern in the historical data and use that pattern to extrapolate future values. Past results can, in fact, be very reliable predictor for a short period into the future.

For a non-stationary time series, transformation of the time series into stationary should be conducted first by using a variety of differencing operations. Model of linear filter, which is assumed to have the output of stationary load series, is then identified adequately to forecast load according to exogenous input series. This method appears to be the most popular approach that has been applied and is still being applied in electric power industry for short term load forecasting.

The power system load is assumed to be time dependent evolving according to a probabilistic law. It is a common practice to employ a white noise sequences a(t) as input to a linear filter whose output is the power system load y(t).

For an autoregressive process of order ‘p’ i.e. AR (p), the model can be written as,

\[ y(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{p} \theta_i y(t-i) + a(t) \]

In order to write this in more convenient form the following operators are introduced.

- \( B^m y(t) = y(t-m) \)
- \( A(q) = 1 - \theta_1 B - \theta_2 B^2 - \ldots - \theta_p B^p \)

So equation (1) can be written as,

\[ A(q) y(t) = a(t) \]

Where,\n\[ y(t) \] output or the load at time ‘t’
\[ B \] Backshift operator
A (q) – delay polynomial
Ø₁…Øₚ – coefficients of delay polynomial
p – Order of the delay polynomial
a (t) – random noise.

The autoregressive process in the development of AR model involves three phases:
In initial model development phase techniques for preliminary identification of time series model rely on the analysis of partial autocorrelation function (pacf). For an Autoregressive process, partial autocorrelation function is useful in determination of the order of the AR model. It is as shown in Figure 1(a). The large spikes or strong correlation at k = 0 and k = 1 in the pacf figure 1(a), suggests a model with an hourly AR (2) component. Hence the Autoregressive, AR (p) model is of the form AR (2), where p = 2 is the order of the model.
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**Fig 2(A), PACF for AR (2)**

In Parameter estimation phase AR (2) model calculates the coefficients of the delay polynomial A(q) using gradient based efficient estimation method i.e. Least Square method so that the energy of the noise term is minimized. Minimum forecasting error is viewed as the principal criterion in determining both model orders and its parameters. Hence the estimated value is,

$$A (q) = 1 - 1.114B^1 + 0.1165B^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Once the parameters of the model have been estimated the adequacy of the model has to be tested known as the diagnostic checking. This testing procedure is performed so as to check if the parameter estimate is significantly different from zero. In this case, the model passes the above test as the parameter estimate is not equal to zero. Hence the model can be used for forecasting.

In forecasting phase by using the proposed time series forecasting approach, AR (2) model is developed for hourly load data and equation (1) is used for forecasting the future load values.

The Autoregressive, AR (2) model has consistently shown satisfactory performance with mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) of 13.03%.

The graphs of actual load (y) in MW versus predicted load (yp) in as shown in figure 1(b) & 1(c).
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**Fig 2(B): Graph for One Month 2012 Actual Load MW (Y) Vs Predicted Load (YP)**
2) The Autoregressive Moving-Average (ARMA) Process:

In the autoregressive moving average process, the current value of the time series $y(t)$ is expressed linearly in terms of its previous ‘p’ values $[y(t-1), y(t-2), \ldots, y(t-p)]$ and in terms of current and previous ‘q’ values of a white noise $[a(t), a(t-1), \ldots, a(t-q)]$.

For an autoregressive moving average process of order ‘p’ and ‘q’ i.e. ARMA (p, q), the model is written as,

$$y(t) = \phi_1 y(t-1) + \ldots + \phi_p y(t-p) + a(t) + \theta_1 a(t-1) + \ldots + \theta_q a(t-q)$$

(4)

By using the backshift operator defined earlier equation (4) can be written as,

$$A(q) y(t) = C(q) a(t)$$

(5)

Where,

$A(q)$ & $C(q)$ – delay polynomials

$p$ & $q$ – Orders of the delay polynomials $A(q)$ & $C(q)$ respectively.

The autoregressive moving average process in the development of ARMA model involves three phases:

In initial model development phase the partial autocorrelation function (pacf) for Autoregressive (AR) process and autocorrelation function (acf) for Moving Average (MA) process is useful in determining the orders of the ARMA model.

The large spikes or strong correlation at $k=0$ and $k=1$ in the pacf figure 2(a), suggests that a model with an hourly AR (2) component. Hence the Autoregressive, AR (p) model is of the form AR (2), where $p=2$ is the order of the model. To facilitate the identification of the daily order or the moving average order, the multiples of 24 of the acf are inspected. Figure 2(b) suggests adding of daily moving average, MA (4) to the model because of large correlations in the acf at $k=24, 48, 72$ and 96. Hence our model is of the form ARMA (2, 0) $\ast (0, 4)_{24}$, where $p=2$ and $q=4$ are the orders of Autoregressive and Moving Average models respectively.
In parameter tuning phase the ARMA model calculates the coefficients of $A(q)$ and $C(q)$ delay polynomials using Prediction error method. The estimated value of $A(q)$ and $C(q)$ are as given below,

$$A(q) = 1 - 1.636B^1 + 0.6357B^2$$  
$$C(q) = 1 - 0.6313B^1 - 0.04421B^2 - 0.1609B^3 - 0.1014B^4$$

Once the parameters of the ARMA model have been estimated, the adequacy of the model has to be tested known as the diagnostic checking. This testing procedure is performed so as to check if the parameter estimate is significantly different from zero. In this case, the ARMA model passes the above test as the parameter estimates is not equal to zero. Hence the ARMA model can be used to make forecast.

In forecasting phase by using the proposed time series forecasting approach, ARMA (2, 0)$_1$ * (0, 4)$_{24}$ model is developed for hourly load data and equation (4) is used for forecasting the future load values. The Autoregressive Moving Average, ARMA (2, 4) model has consistently shown satisfactory performance with mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) of 11.73%.

The graphs of actual load ($y$) in MW versus predicted load ($y_p$) in as shown in figure 2(c) & 2(d).
3) The Autoregressive Integrated Moving-Average (ARIMA) Process:
The time series defined previously as an AR, MA or as an ARMA process is called a stationary process. This means that the mean of the series of any of these processes and the covariances among its observations do not change with time. If the process is non-stationary, transformation of the series to a stationary process has to be performed first. This can be achieved, for the time series that are non-stationary in mean, by a differencing process. By introducing the ▼ operator, a differenced time series of order 1 can be written as, ▼ y (t) = y (t) – y (t-1) = (1-B) y (t); using the definition of backshift operator, B. Consequently, an order ‘d’ differenced time series is written as, ▼^d y (t) = (1-B)^d y (t); The differenced stationary series can be modeled as an AR, MA, or an ARMA to yield an ARIMA time series processes.

For a series that needs to be differenced ‘d’ times and has the orders ‘p’ and ‘q’ for AR and MA components i.e. ARIMA (p, d, q) model is written as,

A (q) ▼^d y (t) = C (q) a (t)  

Where A (q) , ▼^d , and C (q) have been defined earlier.

The input series for ARIMA needs to be stationary. It should have a constant mean, variance and autocorrelation through time. Therefore, usually the series first needs to be differenced until it is stationary.

In initial model development phase by looking at the autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation plots of the differenced series, we can identify the number of Autoregressive (AR) and Moving Average (MA) terms that are needed. The pacf and acf plots for differenced series are shown in figure 3(a) & 3(b).
Fig 4(b), acf of the differenced time series

The large spikes or the strong correlation at k = 0 and k = 1 in pacf in figure 3(a) suggests a model with hourly AR (2) components. Now the model AR (p) is of the form AR (2), where p = 2 is the order of the model. Hence after differencing once every 24 hours two number of Autoregressive terms are needed to build the ARIMA model. ARIMA (p, d, q) has p = 2 and d = 1. The order of Moving Average term is now to be identified by looking at the acf plot shown in figure 3(b). To facilitate the identification of the daily order or the moving average order, the multiples of 24 of the acf are inspected. Figure 3(b) suggests adding of daily moving average, MA (4) or MA (1) to the model where q = 4 or 1, because of large correlations in the acf at k=0, k=24, k=72 & k=96. Hence four or one Moving Average term is needed to build the ARIMA model. Thus the overall ARIMA (p, d, q) takes the form ARIMA (2, 1, 4)_{24} or ARIMA (2, 1, 1)_{24}.

In parameter tuning phase ARIMA (2, 1, 4)_{24} & ARIMA (2, 1, 1)_{24} model calculates the coefficients of A (q) and C (q) using prediction error method so that the energy of the noise terms is minimized.

The estimated values of A (q) and C (q) are given as,

\[ A (q) = 1 + 0.09087B - 0.9064B^2 \] 
\[ C (q) = 1 + 0.663B - 0.4257 B^2 - 0.183 B^3 \)

\[ 0.08013 B^4 \]

Once the parameters of the model have been estimated the adequacy of the model has been tested. The testing procedure have been performed so as to check if the parameters estimate is significantly different from zero. Here in this case the model passes the above test as the parameter estimate is not equal to zero. Hence the above ARIMA model can be used to make the forecast.

In the forecasting phase by using the proposed statistical forecasting approach, ARIMA (2, 1, 4)_{24} & ARIMA (2, 1, 1)_{24} model is developed for hourly load data and equation (8) is used for forecasting the future load values. The Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average, ARIMA (2, 1, 4)_{24} & ARIMA (2, 1, 1)_{24} model has consistently shown satisfactory performance with mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) of 6.15%.

The graphs of actual load (y) in MW versus predicted load (yp) in as shown in figure 3(c) & 3(d).

Fig 4(c): Graph for one month 2012 actual load MW (y) Vs predicted load (yp).
Fig 4(d): Graph for one week 2012 actual load MW (y) Vs predicted load (yp).

IV. COMPARISON OF FORECASTING ERROR FOR THE DIFFERENT MODELS PROPOSED USING TIME SERIES ANALYSIS FOR SHORT TERM LOAD FORECASTING:

Table 1. Summary of Obtained Results for (2011 & 2012) Hourly Loads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Different Models</th>
<th>MAPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Autoregressive Model (AR)</td>
<td>13.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autoregressive Moving Average Model (ARMA)</td>
<td>11.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average Model (ARIMA)</td>
<td>6.15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These various models tested reviews an error from 13.03% to 6.15% thus improving the performance of load forecasting model with the use of Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average with exogenous variables (ARIMAX) model.

V. CONCLUSION

The Short Term Load Forecasting using Time Series Analysis has been applied to Karnataka Demand pattern (2011 & 2012). The various models tested reviews an error from 13.03% to 6.15%. With Autoregressive (AR) approach the MAPE (mean absolute percentage error) is 13.03% and with Moving Average (MA) terms error reduces to 11.03%. With the Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) approach the error further reduces to 6.15% indicating fairly good fit. In order to further reduce the error some exogenous variables has to be used with ARIMA model. With this Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average with exogenous variables (ARIMAX), the errors can be further reduced. Hence an attempt has been successfully made for short term load forecasting using time series analysis by developing Autoregressive (AR), Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA) & Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) models.
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